How to affix your labels

Please affix the enclosed labels directly on to the number plate, not to the number plate frame or cover.

**Instructions for self-adhesive use:**

1. Ensure the number plate surface is clean before affixing label
2. Remove backing from label
3. Affix to any corner of the number plate or above or below dots between character spaces (see examples below)
4. Ensure the letters on the label are in an upright position
5. Ensure it does not wholly or partly obscure any characters on the number plate
6. Ensure it does not wholly or partly obscure the state of issue on the number plate
7. Repeat process for both number plates

**Instructions for pop rivet/screw/bolt on:**

1. Align labels with pre-existing holes in number plate and drill/screw/bolt label in place
2. Ensure the letters on the label are in an upright position
3. Ensure it does not wholly or partly obscure any characters on the number plate
4. Ensure it does not wholly or partly obscure the state of issue on the number plate
5. Repeat process for both number plates

**Examples of where to affix labels**

**Light Vehicle**

![Light Vehicle Example]

**Heavy Vehicle**

![Heavy Vehicle Example]